


Why talk about health + wellness in an 
academically-focused program like McNair?



Teaching our students to 
BE WELL

is critical to their academic success.



Students who take care of themselves and 
feel good in their body (and their head!)

are better positioned to 
weather the challenges of school.

They are more grounded, 
focused, productive and happy 

being the awesome students they are.



• Keep going no matter the challenges they face!



We’re asking our students to do a lot.

>> And we prepare them on many levels <<
what it means to be a researcher

how to write + communicate 
how to develop mentoring relationships 

how to apply + get funded for graduate education



We know our students are dealing with 
SIGNIFICANT STRESSORS, many of which, 
more privileged students do not encounter.

We know they experience stress + anxiety, 
and feel pretty burned out …

on a regular basis. 

They are still expected to 
DO WELL IN SCHOOL nonetheless.



Brainstorm session.



We are preparing them for graduate school.

But are we preparing them to THRIVE?

And what does that mean exactly, anyway?



GOAL:

FEEL GOOD



achieve a better school-life balance

Starting the conversation in McNair, 



YOGA



#cardioforthemind

• It improves FOCUS + helps you BE PRESENT

• It teaches you to BREATHE

and in LIFE.



So, let’s give it a whirl, 
shall we?





Dr. Jon Kabit-Zinn, 
benefits of MINDFULNESS 



So many 
great (and funny!) 

stories 
through the years.

#potentialtochangelives

That’s why 
I do yoga + meditate

with my scholars.



We are McNair.





•Have fun!



>> This percentage only goes up for underrepresented 
minorities, women in STEM fields and students in 

humanities based degree programs. <<



Commonly cited stressors include: academic responsibilities, 
finances/debt, anxiety and poor work/school-life balance.

more needs to be done to educate and support students so that they 
can more effectively cope with such obstacles.



greater satisfaction, 
higher productivity and lower attrition rates in the long-term. 



student “happiness and well-being” study 

>> Results indicated almost half 
of the Ph.D. students 

rating themselves 
as experiencing depression. <<



They’re less likely to feel valued and included in their 
departments, and less likely to say they have the space and resources 
they need to succeed 

Effortful mental work is resource-intensive for the body and cognitive 
strain is often associated with decreases in mood, which absent 
adequate support, could lead to depression over time 



University community should further promote well-being 
strategies recommended by students.

Adding in the topic of “wellness” to the conversation is necessary to make 
sure our students not only weather the stress of graduate school, but 
efficiently manage it, and successfully navigate the journey to achieving their 
Ph.D.’s.



Let’s 
take 

inspiration 
from 

Dr. McNair.



Grad students speak.











National Center For Faculty Development and Diversity





Ideas folks have 
experimented with!





MOST IMPORTANT:
simply start the conversation.

It’s free!



what self-care means to them



• Invite them to notice how self-care choices impact their 
academic abilities. 



• Share how you make self-care happen for you!



one small daily habit

“accountability partners” in their self-care journeys. 



For me, it always 
starts with the 

BASICS.
Getting our 

scholars to MOVE
is probably one of 

the most 
significant things 

we can do.
AND, getting 

ourselves to MOVE 
as well!



I regularly 
“provide accountability” 

J



Starting 
small
is the 

best way 
to go.



Meditation 
is probably one of the 

BEST TOOLS
we can teach them.



• Brainstorm ideas for solutions.



perfection is not the goal. 



• Be a role model for your students

meaningful change.



Brainstorm session.





Taking Care of  YOU
Course begins: March 5th

coupon code: mcnairscholarsrock

… because you know … they do.

Jumpstart Your Semester Self-Care
bit.ly/lynncurryvimeo

(7-day video series)



TAKE PAUSE: 

EXPERIMENT: 

SCHEDULE YOURSELF: 

TRACK YOUR SUCCESS: 

BE A ROLE MODEL: 



McNair STRONG

Start the conversation. Encourage + role model. Plant some seeds.


